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We Jews have always had eschatological visions: visions of what it will be like at               
the end of days, and various terms have been used to describe them. Bi'at              
ha-mashiach, the coming of the Messiah, is one, and olam ha-bah, the World to              
Come, is another. A third term is y'mot ha-mashiach, the Days of the Messiah.              
What does y'mot ha-mashiach, the Days of the Messiah, signify? 
 
To the medieval Jewish philosopher Maimonides, who based himself on the view            
of the Talmudic amora (sage) Samuel, it is quite clear. "Ein bein ha-olam ha-zeh              
l'ymot ha-mashich elah sh'ibud malchuyot bilvad." (Mishneh Torah, Sefer         
ha-Madah, Hilchot Teshuvah 9:2; Sefer ha-Shoftim, Hilchot M'lachim 12:2; see          
also Commentary on the Mishnah, Sanhedrin 10.) In the Days of the Messiah, he              
wrote, the world will be absolutely identical to the way it is now, with one specific                
exception: Jews will no longer be subject to the political domination of others and              
will have sovereignty in the Land of Israel. That's it.  Just that one little change. 
 
Of course, to Maimonides, that was a big change. Even in our own day, living as                
we do with the modern state of Israel, we've been reluctant to see Jewish              
sovereignty as the fulfillment of our Messianic aspirations. When the Chief Rabbi            
of Israel composed the prayer in honor of the State of Israel, the phrase used to                
describe the state was reisheet tsmikhat ge'ulateinu, the "beginning" of the           
flowering of our redemption. Just the beginning. The reason, of course, is that             
Israel's existence, throughout her history, has been far from assured. It's hard to             
call this a Messianic era if peace and prosperity remain elusive goals. 
 
For many years we've lived with an image of a beleaguered, impoverished Israel,             
an Israel that desperately needed our support, both financial and political. And            
rightfully so. Israel did have few friends in the world, and more than her share of                
enemies. And she certainly was poor. Huge sums of money were needed in the              
early years of the state to build the infrastructure, absorb new immigrants and             
defend the country from attack. In the 1950's the average annual contribution by             
American Jews was fifty-five million dollars, which was, in some years, 40% of             
the Israeli government’s annual budget.  

 



 
But times have changed. 
 
A glimmer of this, and of its attendant challenges, was first voiced about twenty              
years ago, by Professor Arthur Hertzberg. Sometime in the mid 70's, Professor            
Hertzberg wrote an essay in HaAretz, the Israel newspaper, entitled, "I Have a             
Nightmare."  
 
In his essay, Hertzberg writes that in his nightmare he dreamt that three things              
happened: Israel made peace with the Arabs, the Russian Jews were freed, and             
Israel struck it rich.  (I think his fantasy was that it would do so by striking oil.)  
 
Now, why, in his dream, was this a nightmare? Because, in the wake of all three of                 
these miraculous events, the American Jewish community no longer had anything           
connecting it with Israel, and the two communities -- the Israeli and the American              
Jewish communities -- gradually drifted apart. 
 
Well, Israel never did strike oil, but two out of three isn't bad. Peace, though not at                 
hand, is certainly much closer than it ever was. Certainly, international recognition            
is much less of a problem. Israel has diplomatic relations with dozens more             
countries than it ever did, including Japan, India, China and Russia. Even the             
Vatican has recognized the State of Israel, as have Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and             
Tunisia.  
 
Jews from the former Soviet Union have continued to stream out of Russia and the               
Commonwealth of Independent States. Over 650,000 have immigrated in the last           
five years. And even though Project Exodus has come to an end, immigration             
continues. Over 56,000 Jews, most from Eastern Europe, emigrated to Israel last            
year.  
 
And prosperity is also in sight. Israel's Gross Domestic Product now hovers at             
around 70 billion dollars. Her economy has been described as a first world             
economy with third world growth characteristics. (That's another way of saying           
that it's mature, but also growing rapidly.) The standard of living now approaches             
88% of that of Western Europe. There is still poverty in Israel, but there is plenty                
of economic activity going on. American Jewish philanthropy is still vital to            
support the needs of the disadvantaged and the needs of non-profit enterprises in             
Israel, but the American contribution is now dwarfed by Israeli government           
spending and, in general, the Israeli domestic economy. 
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What is to be our role, as American Jews, in a world in which Israel is strong and                  
secure and prosperous, a world in which she doesn't need us anymore, a world in               
which her Jewish population will soon overtake ours, a world, in other words,             
where the center of Jewish gravity shifts -- if it hasn't already done so -- from                
America to Israel?  Is this, as Arthur Hertzberg imagined, a nightmare? 
 
Well, first of all, let's slow down a bit. We've heard that line, "Prosperity is Just                
Around the Corner," before. Some of us may be familiar with that Hebrew saying,              
“Ein adam makneh davar she'lo bah l'olam” (Bava Metzia 33b), or its English             
equivalent, "Don't count your chickens before they're hatched." Peace is far from            
assured. And Israel still needs our help and support. So any talk of abandoning              
either philanthropic contributions or political support is, of course, premature. 
 
But the question is still an important one for us to raise and consider today. In a                 
world in which Israel is less dependent on us, what are the ties that will bind us?                 
What will hold us together, if not dependency? 
 
Well, what has held us together up to this time? 
 
For 47 years, the American Jewish community -- indeed the entire diaspora -- has              
been staunchly supportive of Israel, throughout its turbulent history. We were           
responsive to Israel's needs, among other reasons, because there were always           
strong emotional ties between Israelis and American Jewish Zionists which were           
established in the early years of Zionism.  
 
The World Jewish Congress used to be referred to as "an organization of Polish              
Jews from 65 countries." In other words, world Jewish leaders here and in Israel              
traced their own background, their ancestry, to cities or regions in Poland from             
which their families had come. They had a lot in common. In fact, despite the               
fierce, ideologically grounded devotion to Hebrew among Zionist leaders,         
particularly in the early decades of this century and the early days of the State,               
world Zionist leaders often communicated with each other in Yiddish, which was            
at that time the Jewish lingua franca. 
 
These strong emotional ties no longer exist today. Two or three generations have             
passed. The formative experiences of Jewish young people growing up in Israel            
and those growing up here today are very different. In Israel, high school peer              
groups, army service, and, later in life, reserve units create bonds for Israelis which              
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are foreign to American Jews. Language is also increasingly divisive. Few           
American Jews know Hebrew well enough to communicate in it effectively, so            
English, which is, after all not a Jewish language at all, becomes the language of               
dialogue.  
 
As these ties have become attenuated, what used to unite us no longer does. And I                
hope it is clear to everyone here why unity is important. We are parts of a whole.                 
Am Yisrael, Torat Yisrael, and Eretz Yisrael -- the People, the Torah and the Land               
of Israel -- together, we are greater than the sum of our parts. For us to drift apart                  
from the Jewish community of the Land of Israel, from the State of Israel, would               
be an enormous loss for each of us.  

 
What are we to do?  
 
The answer, it seems, is to devise common experiences for Jews in and out of               
Israel to assure that they will have a common language and common interests and a               
common future in the generation to come. 
 
How do we do this?  Let me suggest a few modest proposals.  
 
First, it should go without saying, we should commit ourselves to visit Israel. The              
longer the stay, the better. If we can set aside a chunk of time, say a month, we                  
should. If we can send our children for the summer, or for a semester, or for a                 
year, we should.  
 
Do you know what percentage of American Jews have visited Israel? Despite the             
enormous increase in the frequency of travel between the two communities, only            
20% of American Jews have visited Israel. (Of course, the number of trips far              
exceeds one fifth the number of American Jews because once one goes to Israel, it               
is hard to stay away. Many American Jews who have gone take multiple trips to               
Israel.)  
 
I'm very proud of the number of families in our congregation who have enrolled in               
the Passport to Israel program. Out of twenty three graduates of last year's Heh              
class in our religious school, sixteen are participating. The total number of            
children enrolled in the program is 52. All of us should be proud of this, for each                 
year the congregation contributes $50 per child.  
 
Although trips with educational content are ideal for this purpose, what is most             
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pressing is for us to get ourselves and our children there one way or the other. As                 
Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz has written,  
 

almost every trip to Israel has an influence, sometimes a profound one. Even trips              
made without special purpose beyond that of a vacation can have a deep             
significance. 

 

Second, we should commit ourselves to improving our Hebrew literacy. Now, of            
course, as any Israeli can tell you, you can certainly "get by" in Israel without               
knowing Hebrew, but we're not talking about "getting by"; we're talking about            
creating strong, enduring links with the most significant Jewish community in the            
world in the historical and cultural center of our nation. Without Hebrew, we'll             
remain, at best, second-class citizens. Hence, I can't stress enough the value of             
Hebrew Literacy programs, of attending an Ulpan, of seeking in whatever way we             
can to improve our Hebrew comprehension. 
 
Third, we must create and sustain all kinds of links with Israel that reflect              
partnership rather than dependency. In this respect, buying an Israeli bond does            
much more for creating a positive, mutually respectful relationship than making a            
contribution. Buying a bond, as Neil Krug, our Israel Bond chair, will undoubtedly             
tell us on Yom Kippur, creates a bond with Israel, and this can only strengthen the                
overall relationship between our two communities. 
 
Finally, we have to return to the reason we care about Israel in the first place. We                 
have to return to the source of connection, the source of our relationship. This is               
summed up beautifully in a statement recently issued by Prime Minister Rabin's            
office in Jerusalem. You know, every year, the Prime Minister's office sends a             
message to American Jewry. And every year, as long as I can remember, it has               
been a call for support and solidarity with Israel in its struggle to gain acceptance,               
security and strength.  
 
Until this year.  Listen to the words of Prime Minister Rabin: 
 

In the past, both you and we, together [have] invested great efforts in the call,               
"Let My People Go!"  No longer do we need to express this cry." 

 
Did you hear that? "No longer do we need to express this cry." His address               
continues: 
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From now on, we must dedicate our efforts under a new banner, "Let My People               
Be Jewish!" There is ... much which needs to be done to strengthen Jewish              
education. The State of Israel and its people are committed to working with the              
diaspora to meet this great challenge. 

 

That's an extraordinary message. That the Prime Minister of Israel should be            
asking us to get a Jewish education in order to support Israel sounds absurd when               
for years we've been asked for money. And yet it makes perfect sense. A third and                
fourth generation American Jewish community without strong ties to Judaism will           
not have strong ties to Israel, will not care about Israel, will not support Israel.  
 
By the way, work in this regard has to be done on both sides of the Atlantic. Lack                  
of Jewish consciousness among secular Israelis has long been an open secret.            
There have been plenty of stories of Israeli diplomats, invited to speak in American              
synagogues, who need to be taught what a brachah is.  
 
And yet much progress is being made in Israel today. The Jewish studies             
component in the national non-religious schools is being strengthened, as the result            
of a highly critical report published last year (see the report published by the              
Shenhar Committee of Inquiry, March, 1994). Incidentally, Conservative rabbis         
and educators will, for the first time, be permitted to enter national (mamlachti)             
schools to do some of this teaching. And of course, the TALI (Masorti) School              
system, allied with the Conservative movement in Israel, continues to grow.           
Incidentally, the work of Professor Charles Leibman, a Jewish sociologist at Bar            
Ilan University, has shown that the standard conception of Israel as a largely             
secular country, populated by a small Orthodox minority, is misleading. Leaving           
aside 10% of the population which is haredi or ultra-Orthodox, and 10% of the              
population which is stridently secular, he claims that 80% of the population            
comprises a vast middle which, though not necessarily observant in the halachic            
sense, does engage in traditional Jewish practices and behaviors, such as lighting            
Shabbat candles, celebrating a seder, and eating kosher food, in fact to a greater              
extent than the vast majority of American Jews. And the interest of these Israelis              
in developing greater Jewish consciousness and understanding appears to be          
increasing. So there is definitely hope that, on the Israel side, we'll begin to see               
greater Jewish literacy than we have up to now.  
 
Will we see it on our side of the Atlantic?  
 
We've already seen a radical re-ordering of priorities in the distribution of funds             
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raised by American Jewish federations, a re-ordering, incidentally, not urged by           
rabbis, but by social scientists, Jewish communal professionals and Israeli          
politicians. One of the reasons that there is funding for congregations in our area,              
such as ours, to hire family educators is that, increasingly, federations are            
redirecting their funds away from Israel and toward strengthening Jewish          
institutions and Jewish life here.  
 
One idea, which has yet to be instituted, but which has been floated repeatedly and               
increasingly over the past several years, is to substantially subsidize Jewish day            
schools to make them more attractive, affordable options for American Jewish           
families. We're already seeing a boom in day school enrollment; can you imagine             
what that would be like if families had to pay only two or three instead of seven or                  
eight thousand dollars per year to give their kids a day school education? 
 
Some see our community evolving to resemble more closely the Jewish           
communities of Canada or Australia, with near-universal day school and Jewish           
youth group involvement, and consequent greater cultural coherence. 
 
It is not clear how our community will evolve. What is clear is that, in the absence                 
of tsouris, our community will gradually drift further and further apart from Israel             
unless the ties that bind us are secure and enduring. 
 

     *     *     *     *     * 
 
About 25 years ago, Golda Meir, who was then Prime Minister of Israel, was              
visiting the United States. During her visit, yet another one of those United             
Nations resolutions was passed in which Israel was roundly condemned by           
virtually all the member nations. 
 
And she was asked, "How does it feel to be alone and isolated among all the                
nations of the world?" Her response was, "As long as the Jewish people are with               
us, we'll never be alone." 
 
Well, the American Jewish community has stood by Israel throughout her           
isolation.  Will we continue to do so during good times as well?  
 
This is the eve of the 3,000th anniversary of Jerusalem's status as the Jewish              
capital. Will we care enough to acknowledge it? Will we care enough to cement              
the ties that bind us? 
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You know, for years a slogan uniting us has been,“Kol yisrael arevim zeh la-zeh”              
-- "All Jews are responsible for one another." This is, of course, true and it will                
always be true.  We are responsible for one another. 
 
But that slogan describes the present. It describes an unredeemed world. Our view             
of redemption looks to something more sublime, something beyond mutual          
responsibility. 
 
Each month, we recite a blessing on the Shabbat prior to the new moon. Just               
before announcing the date of the new moon, we say a little prayer, "Mi she-asa               
nisim," which expresses our messianic hope. We pray that the miracle of our             
national redemption will one day be complete; we pray: y'kabetz nidacheinu           
me-arbah kanfot ha-aretz -- that our dispersed will be gathered in from the four              
corners of the earth. But we don't stop there. We conclude our prayer with the               
words: haverim kol yisrael, the hope that, after the ingathering of the exiles, "all              
Jews shall become comrades," all Jews shall be united in bonds of mutual respect              
and affection.  
 
This is the opportunity to fulfill that prayer. Let's move beyond a crisis mentality,              
beyond the so-called "gevalt" theory of Israel-diaspora relations and move toward           
learning with each other and sharing our good fortune with one another.  
 
Peace and prosperity should be a dream, not a nightmare. As the scholar Sam              
Norich has written, "An Israel at peace, an Israel that is an economic and cultural               
hot house, an Israel that is making Jewish history [can] be a magnet for the most                
creative and critical minds the Diaspora Jewish communities can produce." (Sam           
Norich, "The Ties That Bind.") A prosperous Israel at peace should not merely be              
the object of our obligations; it should remind us of y'mot ha-mashiach, of our              
messianic aspirations. 
 
Israel is too much of a miracle for us to ignore. Israel is too much a part of the                   
Zionist dream, it is too much a part of our dream, of what it means to be a yehudi                   
shalem -- a complete Jew -- today, for us to part ways. In the words of today's                 
haftarah, Kumu v'na'aleh tsion: Let us go up to Zion. In other words, Let us               
ascend to the heights of which we have long dreamed, and let us share in the                
miracle.  Amen.  
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